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gasoline fuel injection system k jetronic dmcnews com - management functions the engine management system s first
and foremost task is to regulate the engine s torque generation by controlling all of those functions and factors in the various
engine management subsystems that determine how much torque is generated cylinder charge control in bosch engine
management systems, mechanical fuel injection b2 resource - mechanical fuel injection bosch k jetronic bosch k jetronic
fig 6 4 figure 6 4 shows the fuel distributor primary pressure regulator and air flow sensor from the bosch k jetronic system
the following table is a guide to the fuel paths marked by each blue arrow in figure 6 4 a to fuel injectors b to warm up
regulator, would you like some free manuals berlinasportivo - reason the well proven k jetronic was retained as the
basic injection system but was uprated to a more intelligent and more efficient system by the addition of electronic circuitry
this synthesis comprising the mechanical basic functions coupled with electronic adap tation and opti mization functions is
the ke jetronic, checking and repairing the bosch ke jetronic fuel - now let us have a look how bosch ke jetronic fuel
injection system can be diagnosed and repaired on an example of audi 100 2 3i aar examination and diagnosis detach the
operational relay set from the relay block as well as from the safety appliance located under the steering tube install a switch
instead of the operational relay, primary pressure regulator k jetronic bosch classic - the primary pressure regulator that
is installed in the fuel distributor housing maintains a constant pressure in the fuel system of the k jetronic since the electric
fuel pump supplies more fuel that is used by the engine a valve in the pressure regulator opens and returns this excess fuel
to the fuel tank, how car parts work k jetronic fuel injection system - k jetronic fuel injection system k jetronic is a
mechanically and hydraulically operated fuel injection pump introduced by bosch gmbh in the year 1973 the k jetronic pump
requires no form of drive and one of its features is that it can meter the fuel as a function of the intake air quantity, chapter 4
part b bosch k jetronic and ke jetronic - bosch k and ke fuel injection systems 4b 3 4b 1 5 k jetronic system main
component locations a warm up regulator b speed sensing module c fuel accumulator early model location d fuel pump e
throttle housing f cold start valve g fuel distributor h fuel filter, bosch k jetronic fuel injection manual slideshare - supply
system there is always cool fuel fig 2 schematic diagram of the k jetronic system with closed loop lambda control 1 fuel tank
2 electric fuel pump 3 fuel accumulator 4 fuel filter 5 warm up regulator 6 injection valve 7 intake manifold 8 cold start valve
9 fuel distributor 10 air flow sensor 11 timing valve 12 lambda sensor 13 thermo time switch 14 ignition distributor 15
auxiliary air device 16 throttle valve switch 17 ecu 18 ignition and starting switch 19 battery, ke jetronic pinout a2resource
- ke jetronic ke jetronic or cis e which means continuous injection system with electronic control is a variant on the much
more basic jetronic system it uses the same ignition controller but comes with a much more advanced oxygen sensor
computer and sometimes a knock sensor computer as well, workshop manual porsche k jetronic members rennlist com
- k jetronic porsche always use new gaskets seals and 0 rings when installing components or fuel lines when installing the
mixture control unit tighten the fastening screws uniformly whenever work is performed on the fuel injection system the idle
and co must be adjusted how to use this manual use the trouble shooting, bosch k jetronic fuel distributor - matching of
the o rings from the repair kit for bosch k jetronic 8 cyl fuel distributor tips and tricks on how to easily assemble the
distributor the original apm lubricant is used in the assembly
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